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1. INTRODUCTION
w xBieri and Strebel in 3 established a criterion describing when a finitely
generated metabelian group has a finite presentation. It is expressed in
Ž .terms of a subset of Hom A, R , where A is the maximal free abelianZ
quotient of the metabelian group. This ‘‘geometric invariant’’ is related to
Ž . Ž .other subsets D M of Hom A, R defined for any field k, free abelianZ
group A of finite rank, and any finitely generated kA-module M. These
were studied first by Bieri and Strebel and then later by Bieri and the
w x Ž . w xsecond author. It was shown in 1 that D M is a polyhedron and in 2
Ž . Ž .that the rigidity of D M , under the automorphisms of Hom A, RZ
induced by those of A, is closely related to the algebraic structure of M.
The automorphisms of M can therefore be successfully studied using
Ž .D M . For example, one may deduce that, if no non-trivial element of A
has a non-zero fixed point in M and M has no non-zero submodules
1 The first author thanks the University of Melbourne and the second author thanks the
University of Cambridge for hospitality during work on this paper. This paper was prepared
with help from the EPSRC, Grant GRrK06969, and the Australian Research Council.
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induced from subgroups of A of infinite index, then only a periodic
Ž .automorphism g of A may arise as a ‘‘twisting’’ associated, via b m.a s
Ž . Ž .b m .g a for a g A and m g M, with a k-automorphism b of M. This is
w xessentially a deep result of Roseblade earlier proved in 14 by different
techniques.
w xThe present authors took up this theme in 5 . There we considered
modules over more general rings, namely, crossed products DA of a
division ring D by a free abelian group A of finite rank. These rings may
be non-commutative but an analogous definition of the geometric invari-
ant is possible, and for a special class of modules it was shown that
properties hold which are similar to the polyhedrality and rigidity proper-
ties already known for the commutative case. Although the class of
modules considered was very special, it was sufficient to give applications
to the representation theory of nilpotent groups and thence to the struc-
ture theory of finitely presented abelian-by-nilpotent groups.
We now turn to the general case and in this paper introduce a dimen-
sion for finitely generated DA-modules and prove the following weak
polyhedrality result for their geometric invariants. By a polyhedron in the
following we mean a finite union of finite intersections of closed half-
spaces. The polyhedron is rational if the half-spaces can be defined by
linear inequalities with rational coefficients.
THEOREM 4.4. Let DA be the crossed product of a di¤ision ring D by a
free abelian group A of finite rank, and let M be a finitely generated
Ž .DA-module of dimension m. Then D M contains a rational polyhedron
Ž . Ž . Ž .D* M of dimension m such that D M _ D* M is a subset of a rational
polyhedron of dimension m y 1.
In fact, after developing some elementary properties of our dimension
we see that for finitely generated DA-modules it coincides with the
Gelfand]Kirillov dimension, a common tool in Noetherian ring theory
defined in terms of growth rate. We sketch the proof of this after
Proposition 4.2.
w xA subsequent paper 6 comprises a study of rigidity and leads to a third
w xpaper 7 consisting of applications. For example we can extend the main
w xmodule result of 5 to cover polycyclic groups. We say that a module for a
group ring RG is fully faithful for G if every non-zero submodule has
trivial centralizer in G. An RG-module M is imper¤ious if no non-zero
submodule is induced from a module for a subgroup of G of infinite index.
A polycyclic group G is said to be connected if there is a monomorphism
Ž .G “ GL n, Z in which the image of G is connected in the Zariski
Ž .topology of GL n, Z . Any polycyclic group has a connected subgroup of
finite index.
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THEOREM A. Let G be a torsion-free connected polycyclic group and let R
be a commutati¤e ring. Let M be an imper¤ious RG-module which is fully
Ž . Ž .faithful for G. Suppose that M is RZ G rP-torsion-free where Z G is the
Ž . Ž .centre of G and P is a prime ideal of RZ G . Set H s G9Z G ; then M is
RHrP.RH-torsion-free.
w xA second result answers Question 2 in 4 and may be regarded as a
w xgeneralisation of Theorem 10 of Farkas and Snider 8 .
THEOREM B. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group.
Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring and let M be a finitely generated
Ž .RG-module. Identify Aut G with a subgroup of GL r, Q commensurable
Ž . w xwith a closed subgroup of GL r, Z . Then Stab M is commensurableAut G
w xwith a closed subgroup of Aut G. Thus Stab M is arithmetic and isAut G
therefore finitely presented.
Some of the terminology here needs explanation. There is an equiva-
lence relation for RG-modules; two such modules are similar if they have
isomorphic essential submodules or, equivalently, isomorphic injective
w x Ž .hulls. We denote the similarity class of M by M . If g g Aut G we can
define a new RG-module Mg via the composition of g with the map
Ž . w xG “ Aut M defining the action of G on M. The stabiliser Stab MAut G
w x w x w xof M is then the set of those g such that M s Mg . Recall that in
w xChapters 5 and 6 of 15 Segal refines work of Auslander and Baumslag to
show that Aut G is an arithmetic group. That is, for some r it is isomor-
Ž .phic, via a map f, to a subgroup of GL r, Q commensurable with a closed
Ž .subgroup of GL r, Z with respect to the subspace topology induced from
Ž .the Zariski topology on GL r, Q . We use f for the identification in
Theorem B and endow Aut G with the subspace topology induced by the
Ž .Zariski topology on GL r, Q .
A third result concerns automorphisms of certain nilpotent-by-nilpotent
w xgroups and is related to Theorem B of 10 .
THEOREM C. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-nilpotent-by-finite
group with Fitting subgroup F. Suppose that no subgroup of finite index of G
has a quotient isomorphic to some wreath product C wr C . Then the groupp ‘
of automorphisms induced on GrF by automorphisms of G has a subgroup of
finite index which acts nilpotently on GrF.
We conclude with a brief description of the contents of this paper. In
the second section we give a definition of the dimension for modules over
crossed products and some basic properties of this dimension. In the third
section, we recall the definition of the geometric invariant and prove some
basic properties. This includes considering the question of what happens to
the geometric invariant when the module is considered as a module over a
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sub-crossed product. The fourth section is devoted to the main theorem on
the polyhedrality of the geometric invariant. The fifth and final section
returns to the question of what happens to the geometric invariant when
the crossed product is replaced by a sub-crossed product; the knowledge
that the invariant is polyhedral allows more progress to be made.
2. DIMENSION AND CRITICAL MODULES
In this section we will discuss modules over the crossed product of a
division ring with a free abelian group of finite rank. In particular, we will
introduce a notion of dimension for such modules and a corresponding
notion of critical modules. Throughout this paper, D will denote a division
ring, A a finitely generated free abelian group, and DA a crossed product
of D with A. By the rank of any abelian group B, we shall always mean
the torsion-free rank or, equivalently, the dimension of the tensor product
B m Q of B with the rational numbers Q. We shall denote the rank of B
by rk B. The rank of A will always be denoted by n. All modules will be
right modules. All functions will be written on the left.
The structure of DA demands that there is a D-vector space basis A of
DA, consisting of units and in bijective correspondence a “ a with A, and
it is convenient to assume throughout that 1 is the multiplicative identity
of DA; thus each element a of DA can be uniquely expressed as a sum of
the form
a s adÝ a
with d g D, a g A, and only finitely many d non-zero. We shall refer toa a
the finite set of elements a g A such that d is non-zero as the support ofa
Ž .a , written Supp a , and for a subset X of A write DX for the set of
elements of DA with support in X. If B is a subgroup, or even a
submonoid, of A then DB is a subring which, in the subgroup case, has a
natural structure as a crossed product of D with B. Further details, as well
as proofs of some of the statements made here, can be found in the book
w xby Passman 13 .
We begin with a simple fact about such crossed products.
LEMMA 2.1. A crossed product of a di¤ision ring with a finitely generated
free abelian group is a Noetherian ring with no di¤isors of zero.
w xProof. The fact that DA is Noetherian is Proposition 1.6 of 13 . The
fact that it has no divisors of zero is an easy exercise.
In fact such a crossed product is an Ore domain with a division ring of
fractions. One may also localise modules to form modules of fractions in
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the usual way, the associated functor being exact. Many other properties of
group rings of free abelian groups also carry over to more general crossed
Ž .products. Two that we shall make use of are that i every DA-module
Ž .contains a torsion submodule with torsion-free quotient, and ii the rank
of a free DA-module bounds the ranks of all its free submodules.
We now turn to a definition of dimension suited to these crossed
products.
DEFINITION 1. Let M be a DA-module. The dimension dim M of MA
Ž .is the greatest r such that there is a subgroup B of A with rk B s r and
such that m.DB ( DB for some m g M.
Observe that the requirement that m.DB ( DB for some m g M is
equivalent to the requirement that M is not torsion as a DB-module. We
shall often use dim rather than dim when there is no danger of confusion.A
We observe a few simple facts about this version of dimension.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. 1 If B - A and N is a DB-submodule of M then dim NB
F dim M.A
Ž .2 If
0 “ M “ M “ M “ 01 2
Ž .is an exact sequence of DA-modules then dim M s max dim M , dim M .1 2
Ž .3 A finitely generated DA-module M satisfies dim M s 0 if and only
if it has finite dimension as a D-¤ector space.
Ž .Proof. 1 is clear.
Ž .For 2 , if some DB embeds in M then it clearly embeds in M. If some1
DB embeds in M then, considered as a DB-module, M has a submodule2
with a non-zero free quotient. Thus M has a non-zero free submodule and
Ž .DB also embeds in M. Hence dim M G max dim M , dim M .1 2
Conversely, suppose DB embeds in M; say m .DB is a faithful copy of0
 4DB. If m .DB l M / 0 , then M contains a copy of DB. If m .DB l0 1 1 0
 4 Ž .M s 0 , then DB ( DB q M rM F M and so M contains a copy of1 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .DB. Thus dim M F max dim M , dim M , completing the proof of 2 .1 2
Ž .One direction of 3 is immediate for all DA-modules M; if M is a finite
dimensional D-vector space then dim M s 0. For the converse we take M
to be finitely generated and hence Noetherian by Lemma 2.1. It is filtered
Ž .by a finite series of submodules with cyclic factors and so by using 2 we
can assume M is cyclic, generated by m , say. Let B be a basis for the0
² :free abelian group A. If dim A s 0 and a g B then m.D a is not
r² :isomorphic to D a and is therefore spanned by m.1, . . . , m.a , say.
s ² :Similarly if b is another element of B then m.1, . . . , m.b spans m.D b
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for some s. Thus
i jm.a b : 1 F i F r , 1 F j F s 4
² :spans m.D a, b and, continuing in the same vein, m.DA has a finite
spanning set.
The techniques to be met in Section 3 concentrate on the dual A* s
Ž .Hom A, R of A and so we are led to consider those subgroups of A that
appear as kernels of elements of A*. They are isolated; that is, the
quotient by such a subgroup is torsion-free. It is usually no hardship to
restrict matters to isolated subgroups since any subgroup B has an isolator
Ž .i B in A, the unique minimal isolated subgroup containing it. In fact
Ž . Ž .i B rB is the torsion subgroup of ArB and so B is of finite index in i B .
LEMMA 2.3. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module and let C be an
isolated subgroup of A with rk C G dim M. Then M contains no DC-submod-
ule which is free of infinite rank.
Proof. If C s A then, because DA is Noetherian, all DC-submodules
of M are finitely generated. So we may assume C is a proper isolated
subgroup of A.
Next observe that there is nothing to prove for DA-modules that are
DC-torsion. Lemma 2.2 then allows us to assume that M is cyclic,
generated by m , say, with m .DC ( DC; this is because any Noetherian0 0
DA-module is filtered by a finite series of DA-submodules with each factor
either of this type or DC-torsion.
Let B be a subgroup of A so that C F B and ArB is infinite cyclic. Let
N s m .DB. An inductive argument on the rank of ArC allows us to0
assume that N contains no free DC-module of infinite rank. Suppose that
² : ² : Ž .A s a, B and let C s a, C . Since rk C ) dim M and m .DC ( DC,1 1 0
iwe know that the sum of the submodules m .DCa , i g Z is not direct. It0
follows that, for some t G 0 and some non-zero a , a g DC,1 2
ist ist
tq1 i y1 im .a a g m .DCa and m .a a g m .DCa .Ý Ý0 1 0 0 2 0
is0 is0
is t i ist iThus m .DArÝ m .DBa is DC-torsion. But Ý m .DBa is a finite0 is0 0 is0 0
sum of modules, each of which can contain no free DC-module of infinite
rank. Thus the sum can contain no free DC-module of infinite rank.
Hence M s m .DA can contain no free DC-module of infinite rank.0
As usual, we define a critical module M to be a non-zero module in
which, for every proper quotient M of M, dim M - dim M. It follows1 1
immediately from Lemma 2.2 that each non-zero submodule of a critical
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module is also critical of the same dimension, and that any two non-zero
submodules of a critical module have non-zero intersection. It is clear that
each Noetherian DA-module has quotient modules which are critical. It is
less clear, but true, that it also contains submodules which are critical.
Before proving this we need a technical, but very useful, result.
LEMMA 2.4. Let B be a subgroup of A with ArB infinite cyclic. Let N be a
finitely generated critical DB-submodule of a DA-module. Then either
Ž .1 dim N.DA s dim N q 1 if N.DA ( N m DA orA B D B
Ž .2 dim N.DA s dim N otherwise.A B
In the former case, N.DA is again critical.
Proof. Set M s N.DA. Choose a subgroup C of A so that rk C s
dim M and M contains a copy of DC. Set C s C l B. If N failed toA 0
contain a copy of DC then N would be DC -torsion and so N.DA would0 0
be DC-torsion. Thus N contains a copy of DC . Hence dim N G rk C G0 B 0
rk C y 1 s dim M y 1. Since we have already observed in Lemma 2.2A
that dim N F dim M, it follows thatB A
dim N F dim M F dim N q 1.B A B
Suppose that N.DA ( N m DA and choose a subgroup C of B soD B 1
that N contains a copy of DC . Then N.DA contains a copy of DC for1 2
any subgroup C of A with C l B s C . Hence dim M s dim N q 1.2 2 1 A B
Suppose that N.DA \ N m DA and recall that C is a subgroup of AD B
chosen so that rk C s dim M and M contains a copy of DC. If C F BA
then, as proved in the first paragraph, N contains a copy of DC and so
dim N G rk C s dim M and so dim M s dim N. So suppose thatB A A B
C s B l B - C. We claim that dim N ) rk C .0 0
² :Suppose the contrary and let A s a, B for some element a g A.
Then
iN m DA ( N m a .[D B
igZ
Since the natural map of N m DA onto N.DA is not injective, it followsD B
r i ry1 ithat there exists t such that, for r ) t, Ý Na rÝ Na is isomorphic tois0 is0
r t i t ia proper quotient of Na and that for r - 0, Ý Na rÝ Na isisr isrq1
r risomorphic to a proper quotient of Na . But N, and hence Na , is critical
r t iand so every proper quotient of Na is DC -torsion. Hence MrÝ Na is0 is0
DC -torsion. By Lemma 2.3, N has no free DC -module of infinite rank0 0
t iand hence neither does Ý Na . Hence M can contain no DC -module ofis0 0
infinite rank. But M contains a copy of DC which is a DC -module of0
infinite rank. This contradiction shows that dim N ) rk C .B 0
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Hence, dim N ) rk C s rk C y 1 s dim M y 1 and so dim N GB 0 A B
dim M. Thus dim N s dim M, as required.A B A
We now turn to the main result of this section.
PROPOSITION 2.5. E¤ery non-zero DA-module contains a finitely generated
critical submodule.
We shall prove this simultaneously with a technical result. Let B be a
² : 4basis for the free abelian group A and set F s I : I : B using the
² :  4convention that B s 1 . Thus if A has rank n, then F will be a family
of 2 n subgroups of A. The following will show that, in calculating dim M,
we need consider only subgroups in F.
LEMMA 2.6. If M is a finitely generated DA-module, then dim M is the
Ž .maximum r such that, for some C g F with rk C s r, M contains a copy of
DC.
We will prove Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 simultaneously by induc-
 4tion on the rank of A, noting that there is nothing to prove when A s 1 .
More precisely, we shall assume that B - A with ArB infinite cyclic, that
Proposition 2.5 is true for all DB-modules, and that Lemma 2.6 is true for
a given basis of B and for all DB-modules. We shall then prove Lemma
2.6 for any extension of the given basis of B to a basis of A and for all
DA-modules. We shall finally prove Proposition 2.5 for all DA-modules.
Inducti¤e step for Lemma 2.6. By the inductive hypothesis for Proposi-
tion 2.5, M contains a finitely generated critical DB-submodule N. This, in
turn, will generate a finitely generated DA-submodule M . By the induc-1
Ž .tive hypothesis applied to Lemma 2.6, there is C g F with rk C s dim N
Ž .for which a copy of DC embeds in N. If case 1 of Lemma 2.4 applies to
N.DA then we can extend the basis of B to A and correspondingly extend
C to a subgroup C g F so that dim M s rk C and DC embeds in M .1 1 1 1 1
Ž .If case 2 of Lemma 2.4 holds then dim M s dim N s rk C. Thus, in1
either case, dim M is the maximum of the ranks of the subgroups C g F1
such that DC embeds in M .1
We can now repeat this process for MrM and so obtain a series1
 40 - M - ??? - M s M1 s
such that the dimension of M rM can be obtained by looking only atiq1 i
subgroups in F. Since dim M is the maximum of the dimensions of the
M rM , the same result holds for M. This completes the inductive stepiq1 i
for Lemma 2.6.
Inducti¤e step for Proposition 2.5. Let M be a non-zero DA-module. By
passing to a non-zero submodule of minimum dimension, we can assume
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that all non-zero submodules of M have the same dimension. By the
inductive hypothesis, M contains a finitely generated critical DB-submod-
ule N. It clearly suffices to show that N.DA has a critical submodule; to
Ž .ease notation, we shall assume that N.DA s M. If case 1 of Lemma 2.4
holds, then N.DA is critical and there is nothing to prove. Suppose then
Ž .that case 2 holds.
Then dim M s dim N and, by Lemma 2.6, dim N can be calculated
from the subgroups in F. Observe that there are only finitely many
subgroups in F with rank equal to the dimension of M. Pick one such
subgroup C and choose a submodule M of M for which the rank of the1 1
largest embedded free DC -module is a minimum, possibly zero. Observe1
that, by Lemma 2.3, the ranks of such free DC -submodules are finite.1
Now choose a second subgroup C of the same rank and choose a2
submodule M of M for which the rank of the largest embedded free2 1
DC -module is a minimum. Repeat this over all of the subgroups in F2
which have rank equal to dim M. Observe that the minimal rank cannot be
Žzero in every case since Lemma 2.6 implies that the dimension of M and,
.by arrangement, all of its non-zero submodules is demonstrated by an
element of F.
Let M be the non-zero submodule of M obtained in this way. Then for0
each C g F with rk C s dim M and for each non-zero submodule M9 of
M , we have that M rM9 contains no copy of DC. Thus dim M rM9 -0 0 0
dim M , again using Lemma 2.6 for DA-modules, and so M is a critical0 0
module. Since submodules of critical modules are clearly critical, we can
complete the argument by taking a finitely generated submodule of M .0
We close this section with two results that will be useful in later
arguments.
LEMMA 2.7. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module. If , for some
isolated B - A, M is finitely generated as a DB-module then dim M sB
dim M.A
Proof. An easy inductive argument allows us to assume that ArB is
infinite cyclic and, by using the argument of Lemma 2.4, that dim M FB
dim M F dim M q 1. Let C be an isolated subgroup of A with rk C sA B
dim M and such that M contains a copy of DC. If C F B then clearly
Ž .dim M s dim M. Otherwise, Cr B l C is infinite cyclic. Observe thatB A
Ž . Ž .D B l C embeds in M. If dim M s rk B l C then Lemma 2.3 wouldB
Ž .apply to show that M can contain no free D B l C -module of infinite
Ž .rank. But DC is a free D B l C -submodule of M of infinite rank. Thus
Ž .dim M ) rk B l C and so dim M G rk C s dim M, completing theB B A
proof.
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LEMMA 2.8. Let M be a critical DA-module and let C be an isolated
subgroup of A so that M is DC-torsion-free. Then there is an isolated subgroup
B of A containing C such that rk B s dim M and M is DB-torsion-free.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the rank of ArC. If A s C there
is nothing to prove. So we assume C is a proper isolated subgroup of A
and let E be a subgroup of A containing C and with ArE infinite cyclic.
Let N be a critical DE-submodule of M, its existence being guaranteed by
Proposition 2.5. Then N is also DC-torsion-free. Hence the inductive
hypothesis implies that there is some isolated B with C F B F E such1 1
that rk B s dim N and N is DB -torsion-free.1 E 1
By Lemma 2.4, we have that either N.DA ( N m DA or dim N.DAD E A
s dim N. In the former case it is easy to see that N.DA will beE
DB-torsion-free for any isolated B F A with B l E s B and BrB1 1
infinite cyclic. Observe that
dim M s dim N.DA s dim N q 1 s rk B q 1 s rk B.1
If M were not DB-torsion-free then the DB-torsion-submodule of M
would be a non-zero DA-submodule which intersected the non-zero DA-
submodule N.DA trivially. Since this is impossible in a critical module, it
follows that M is DB-torsion-free.
If dim N.DA s dim N then we claim that M is DB -torsion-free. IfA E 1
not, then M has a non-zero DB -torsion submodule M which is a1 0
 4DA-submodule. But then N l M s 0 and so N is DE-isomorphic to a0
submodule of MrM . Since M is critical this implies that0
dim N F dim MrM - dim M s dim N ,Ž .E A 0 A E
which contradicts our hypothesis. Thus M is DB -torsion-free and rk B s1 1
dim N s dim M which completes the proof.
3. THE GEOMETRICAL INVARIANT
w xWe recall some material from 5 . As in the previous section, D is a
division ring, A is a free abelian group of finite rank, and DA is a crossed
product of D with A.
Ž .Let x be a character of A; that is, x g A* s Hom A, R . Then x
extends to a homomorphism from the multiplicative semigroup of DA to
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4the additive group of R given by x a s min x a : a g Supp a . Note
Ž .that x d s 0 for d g D.
Ž .We make a fixed choice of basis for A; there will be a corresponding
n Ždual basis for A*. We can use this basis to identify A* with R recall that
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.n s rk A . A rational subspace of A* is one which is generated by
elements each of which is a rational linear combination of elements of the
chosen dual basis. If B F A then the inclusion map B “ A induces a dual
map A* “ B*, which we shall denote p . If we need to refer to the mapB
dual to that induced by an embedding C “ B of subgroups of A then we
shall denote it by p ; thus p is simply p . Observe that the kernels ofB, C A, B B
the maps p as B ranges through the subgroups of A are exactly theB
rational subspaces of A*.
 4DEFINITION 2. A x-filtration is a set of D-submodules M : m g Rm
such that M G M whenever m F n , M s D M , and M .a s Mm n m g R m m mqx Ža.
for all a g A.
DEFINITION 3. A x-filtration is said to be trivial if, for some m g R, we
have M s M .m
ŽNote that if M s M for one value of m and if x / 0, then the equalitym
.also holds for all values of m.
Ž .DEFINITION 4. Define D s D M to be the set of all those x g A* for
which M has a non-trivial x-filtration, together with the zero character.
Thus D is a subset of A*. Observe that D is closed under homothety;
that is, lD s D for all l ) 0, l g R.
Let a g DA be non-zero; thus a s Ý a d with d / 0. Let x be ai i i i
 Ž .4character on A and suppose that min x a is attained for i s 1, . . . , t.i
We shall denote by a the element Ý a d . Observe that, if a , b gx 1F iF t i i
Ž .DA, then ab s a b .x x x
Ž .Now fix a character x of A. If m g R, we denote by DA m the set
 Ž . 4 Ž .a g DA : x a G m together with 0. Note that DA 0 is a subring of DA
containing D.
DEFINITION 5. Suppose that X is a generating set for the module M.
Ž .Then the natural x , X -filtration of M is the filtration with M sm
Ž .X.DA m .
w xThe following results appear as Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 of 5 .
PROPOSITION 3.1. With notation as abo¤e, assume that M is a DA-module
with finite generating set X. The following are equi¤alent for a character
x / 0:
Ž .1 x f D;
Ž . Ž .2 the natural x , X -filtration is tri¤ial;
Ž . Ž .3 M is generated by X o¤er a Noetherian subring of DA 0 ;
Ž . Ž .4 M is generated by X o¤er DA 0 ;
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Ž .5 for each x g X, there is a relation x.a s 0 such that a g DA and
a s 1.x
Ž . Ž . nObserve that 5 implies that D M is a closed subset of R , for if x
Ž .satisfies 5 and we make a sufficiently small change in x , to c say, then
a will equal a and so we will also have a s 1. Thus c will also be inc x c
Ž . Ž .the complement of D M . Hence this complement is open and D M is
closed.
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that
 4  40 “ L “ M “ N “ 0
is an exact sequence of finitely generated DA-modules. Then
D M s D L j D N .Ž . Ž . Ž .
We will be particularly concerned with the effect of a projection p onB
D. We start with an easy observation.
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a DA-module and let B be a subgroup of A.
Suppose that M s N.DA for some finitely generated DB-submodule N of M.
Then
p D M : D N .Ž . Ž .Ž .B
Proof. Let X be a finite DB-generating set for N and so a DA-gener-
Ž . Ž .ating set for M. Suppose that x g B* but x f D N . By 5 of Proposi-1 1
Ž . Ž .tion 3.1, for each x g X there is a x g DB such that x.a x s 0 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .a x s 1. Consider any x g A* with p x s x . Then a x g DA andx B 11
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a x s a x s 1. Hence, again by 5 of Proposition 3.1, x f D M .x x1
This completes the proof.
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that B is an isolated subgroup of A and that
M s N m DA for some finitely generated DB-module N. ThenD B
D M s py1 p D M s py1 D N ( D N = ker p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .B B B B
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we know that p D M : D N . Thus D M :B
y1Ž Ž .. y1Ž Ž .. Ž .p D N and it will suffice to show that p D N : D M . An easyB B
inductive argument enables us to assume that ArB is infinite cyclic.
Ž .Let x g D N and let x be any extension of x to A. We will show1 1
Ž . ² : Ž .that x g D M . Suppose that A s a, B with x a G 0.
Suppose first that x is the zero character of B. If x is the zero1
Ž .character of D M , then there is nothing to prove. Assume not and let a
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jbe a non-zero element of DA satisfying a s 1. Then a s 1 q Ý a bx j) 0 j
with b g DB. But it is clear that no such element can annihilate aj
non-zero element of
jN m DA ( N m a .[D B
j
Ž . Ž .Thus, by 5 of Lemma 3.1, x g D M .
Ž .Suppose now that x is a non-zero element of D N . Then there is a1
j 4non-trivial x -filtration N of N. Set M s Ý N m a . We claim1 l m lqj x Ža.G m l
 4that M is a non-trivial x-filtration of M.m
Observe that D M s M since D N s N. Also, if c g A, we can writem m l l
i Ž . Ž . Ž .c s a b for some b g B. Thus x c s ix a q x b and1
j iM c s N m a .a bÝm l
Ž .lqj x a Gm
iq js N b m aÝ l
Ž .lqj x a Gm
iq js N m aÝ lqx Žb.1
Ž .lqj x a Gm
js N m aÝ l
Ž . Ž . Ž .lqj x a Gmqi x a qx b1
s M s M .mqi x Ža.qx Žb. mqx Žc.1
 4  4Thus M is a x-filtration of M. If M were trivial then we would havem m
jM s M and so M s Ý N m a . Thus0 lqj x Ža.G 0 l
j jM s N m a s N m a ,[ [ lŽ j.
j j
Ž .  Ž . 4where l j s inf l : l q j x a G 0 . But then we must have N s N forlŽ j.
 4each j, contrary to the supposition that N is a non-trivial filtration of N.l
 4 Ž .Thus M is a non-trivial x-filtration of M and so x g D M as required.m
LEMMA 3.5. Let M be a finitely generated non-zero DA-module. Let B be
a subgroup of A. Suppose M is finitely generated as a DB-module. Then
 4D M l ker p s 0 .Ž . B
Proof. Let x be a non-zero character of A which lies in ker p ; thus xB
is zero on B. Choose a non-zero element m of M and an element a of A
iŽ .  4such that x a - 0. Then the set m.a : i G 0 generates a DB-submodule
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of M which, by assumption, is finitely generated. Thus there is some
k ky1relation of the form m.a s 0 where a s a q a b q ??? qb withky1 0
k ykŽ .k G 0 and b g DB. But then a s a and so a a s 1. Repeating thisi x x
as m runs over a DA-generating set for M and applying Proposition 3.1
Ž . Ž .  4shows that x f D M . Thus D M l ker p s 0 .B
The converse of this result is also true but it will be convenient to leave
the proof until later.
We are particularly interested in cases where p induces a surjection onB
the corresponding D-sets. We now turn to a special case where this is true
but we first require some technical lemmas. The following makes heavy
w xuse of the techniques of Bieri and Strebel to be found in 3 .
LEMMA 3.6. Let M be a cyclic DA-module and let B be a subgroup of A
with ArB infinite cyclic. Let non-zero c g B*. Suppose that no non-zero
Ž . Ž .element x g D M satisfies p x s lc for l G 0. Then M is finitelyB
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4generated as a DB 0 -module, where B 0 s b g B : c b G 0 .
Proof. Suppose that M s m.DA and that I is the annihilator of m in
² : 2DA. Choose a g A so that A s a, B and define a function u : A “ R
Ž i . Ž Ž ..by u a b s i, c b for i g Z and b g B. Observe that if x g A* extends
Ž i . ² Ž i .:a non-negative multiple c of c then we can write x a b s u , u a bx
Ž Ž . . 2 ² :for u s x a , l g R , where y , y denotes the usual inner productx
in R2.
Ž . Ž .Such a character x is assumed not to be in D M and so, by 5 of
Ž .Proposition 3.1, there is some a s 1 q b g I with x c ) 0 for each
Ž .c g Supp b . But for each x in the closed unit semicircle
S s x , x : x 2 q x 2 s 1, x G 0 ,Ž . 41 2 1 2 2
< <there is such a x with x s u ru and so there is a relation a s 1 q bx x
² Ž .: Ž .with x, u c ) 0 for each c g Supp b . Hence we can find some posi-
tive e and R witha a
u Supp b : B R x, R y e , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . a a a
Ž .where B v, t denotes the open ball with centre v and radius t. Now fix a
Ž Ž .. Ž .and thus b. Then u Supp b : B R y, R y e for all y in an open arca a a
O containing x. Thus S is covered by the open arcs O .a a
But the closed semicircle S is compact and so will be covered by finitely
many of the open arcs O . Let us say thata
l
S : O .D a j
js1
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Set a s 1 q b and let R denote the maximum of the R and e thej j a j
 4minimum of the e . Thus, for y g S , there is a j g 1, . . . , l such thata j
Ž Ž .. Ž .1 q b g I and u Supp b : B Ry, R y e . It is easily verified that thej j
same holds if we replace R by any larger real number.
Define, for t g R and t ) 0, subsets Y of R2 byt
2 2 < <Y s y , y : y q y F t j y , y : y F t , y G 0 . 4Ž . Ž . 4t 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
y1Ž .Set X s u Y : A. We claim that m.DX s m.DX for all t G R. Tot t tqe t
see this it is enough to consider m.Dc where c g X _ X . For such antqe t
Ž Ž . . Ž .element c, there is some y g S with B Ry q u c , R y e : Y ; if u c ist
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .in the lower half plane set y s yu c r u c , and otherwise set y s y1, 0
Ž . Ž .if u c is in the top right quadrant and y s 1, 0 if it is in the top left
Ž Ž .. Ž .quadrant. But u Supp b : B Ry, R y e for some j. So a c s c q b cj j j
Ž .g I with Supp b c : X . Hence mc s ymb c g m.DX and thus m.Dcj t j t
: m.DX .t
Therefore m.DX s m.DX for all t G R and hence M s m.DA st R
< < im.DX . But for each i g Z with i F R we set c s a b for some b g BR i
Ž . Ž .with c b F yR, thus ensuring that DX lies in the DB 0 -moduleR
generated by the c . Thus DX , and hence M, is finitely generated overi R
Ž .DB 0 .
In the following M , for B a subgroup of A, denotes the DA-module MB
regarded as a DB-module by restriction.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module, let B be a
subgroup of A, and suppose that M is finitely generated as a DB-module. Then
Ž Ž .. Ž .p D M s D M .B A B
Proof. A simple induction allows us to assume that ArB is cyclic. Let
Ž .non-zero x g D M . Assume first that ArB is infinite cyclic. We claim1 B
Ž . Ž .that there exists x g D M such that p x s x .A B 1
y1Ž . Ž .  y1Ž .Suppose not. Then p x does not meet D M and so lp x : lB 1 A B 1
4 Ž .) 0 does not meet D M . Because M is finitely generated as a DB-mod-A
y1Ž . Ž .  4ule, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that p 0 meets D M only in 0 and soB A
y1  4D M l lp x : l G 0 s 0 .Ž . Ž . 4A B 1
Ž .But then, by Lemma 3.6, M is finitely generated as a DB 0 -module. Now
Ž . Ž .apply 4 of Proposition 3.1 to show that x f D M , a contradiction.1 B
Ž . Ž .Thus for some x g D M we have that p x s x , completing the proofA B 1
in the infinite cyclic case.
Suppose now that ArB is finite cyclic. Let x be the unique element of
Ž .A* with p x s x . Choose a transversal T for the cosets of B in A. SetB 1
Ž y1 .m s min x a . Thenag T
DA 0 : DB m a.Ž . Ž .Ý
agT
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Ž Ž . Ž . .Here DA 0 refers to the character x and DB m to the character x .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Choose b g B with x b F m. Then DB m : DB 0 b. Hence
DA 0 : DB 0 ba.Ž . Ž .Ý
agT
Ž .It follows that if M were finitely generated as a DA 0 -module then it
Ž . Ž .would be finitely generated as a DB 0 -module. However, x g D M1 B
Ž . Ž .and so, using 4 of Proposition 3.1, it follows that x g D M . ThisA
completes the proof.
We are now in a position to prove the converse of Lemma 3.5.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module. Let B be a
subgroup of A. Then M is finitely generated as a DB-module if and only if
 4D M l ker p s 0 .Ž . B
Proof. First observe that it is enough to concentrate on isolated sub-
Ž .groups B. This is because one can always replace B by its isolator i B ;
clearly ker p s ker p , and a DA-module is finitely generated as aB iŽB .
Ž .DB-module precisely when it is finitely generated as a Di B -module.
One direction of the lemma is just Lemma 3.5. To prove the opposite
Ž .  4direction suppose that D M l ker p s 0 . We shall argue by inductionB
on the rank of ArB. Suppose that this rank is greater than 1 and that C is
a subgroup of A with ArC infinite cyclic and B F C. Then ker p :C
Ž .  4ker p and so D M l ker p s 0 . Thus the inductive hypothesis tells usB C
that M is finitely generated as a DC-module. By Proposition 3.7,
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .  4p D M s D M . Thus applying p to D M l ker p s 0 we findC A C C B
Ž .  4that D M l ker p s 0 . The inductive hypothesis enables us toC C , B
deduce that M s M is finitely generated as a DB-module and we haveC
finished the higher rank case.
We are left with the situation where ArB is infinite cyclic. Choose
² :a g A so that A s a, B . Consider the character x which is zero on B
Ž .and satisfies x a s 1. Then x g ker p and so, by assumption, x fB
Ž .D M . Let m be a non-zero element of M. By Proposition 3.1 there is
a g DA such that m.a s 0 and a s 1. Write a in the formx
k kq1 la s a b q a b q ??? qab 3.2Ž .k kq1 l
kwith k F l. Then 1 s a s a b and so b is a unit. A similar argu-x k k
ment with yx replacing x shows that there is also a relation of the form
Ž .3.2 but with b a unit. It is now easy to verify that M is finitely generatedl
over DB.
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4. THE POLYHEDRALITY OF THE GEOMETRIC
INVARIANT
We have established in the previous section that the projection map pB
behaves well when M is finitely generated over DB. We now demonstrate
that there are sufficiently many such subgroups B.
Ž .We recall the definition of the Grassman space G R of all p-dimen-p, n
sional subspaces of the n-dimensional real space R n. We can obtain
Ž .G R by considering the space of all real n = p-matrices of rank p andp, n
Ž .quotienting by the right action of the general linear group GL R . In thisp
Ž .way, we can see that G R is both an algebraic variety and a realp, n
Ž .manifold, of dimension p n y p , and therefore is endowed with both a
Ž .Zariski and a Euclidean topology. We can also regard G R as the spacep, n
of all equivalence classes of surjective linear maps R n ‚ R nyp under the
Ž .action of GL R .nyp
Recall that we have chosen a basis for A which leads to a dual basis for
A* ( R n and have used this to define rational subspaces. There is a
Ž . Ž .natural embedding of G Q into G R and the image of this embed-p, n p, n
ding can be identified with the set of rational p-dimensional subspaces of
n Ž .R . Thus we can regard G Q as corresponding to the set of projectionsp, n
p where B varies through the set of subgroups of A having rank n y p.B
Ž . Ž .It is clearly a dense subset of G R . Since D M is a closed set, alsop, n
closed under homothety, the subset of rational p-dimensional spaces
Ž .  4 Ž .ker p with ker p l D M s 0 is open in G Q with respect to theB B p, n
Euclidean topology. But, by Proposition 3.8, this subset corresponds to the
set of those B with M finitely generated as a DB-module. In fact, as we
shall now show, this subset is dense as well as open.
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a finitely generated torsion DA-module. Then the
set of subgroups B of A with the properties that ArB is infinite cyclic and that
M is finitely generated as a DB-module corresponds to a dense open subset of
Ž .G Q with respect to the Euclidean topology.1, n
Proof. We begin by reducing to the case that M is a cyclic module.
There is a finite series of submodules
 40 : M : ??? : M s M1 l
of M with M rM cyclic. Clearly M is finitely generated over DB if andiq1 i
only if M rM is finitely generated over DB for each i. Thus the set ofiq1 i
subgroups B such that M is finitely generated over DB is the intersection
of the corresponding sets for the M . Since a finite intersection of densei
open subsets is dense and open, the result will therefore follow for M once
it is known for each M .i
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Ž .The Grassman space G Q we are concerned with is just projective1, n
space over Q of dimension n y 1. We shall first focus on an affine space
A which is the complement of a hyperplane in this projective space and
Ž .then define a dense open subset of G Q by taking a complement of an1, n
intersection of hyperplanes within this affine space.
Suppose that M is a cyclic module with generator m . Since M is a0
torsion DA-module, there is a relation of the form m .a s 0 with 0 / a0
g DA. Choose a subgroup E of A with ArE infinite cyclic and a f DE.
² :Choose a g A so that A s a, E and choose a basis e , . . . , e for E.1 ny1
In considering suitable choices for B, we shall consider only subgroups of
² :rank n y 1 which complement a . This corresponds to the complement
Ž .of a hyperplane in the projective space G Q and so is a dense open1, n
subset.
We can write
i na s a e i d i ,Ž . Ž .Ý
i
Ž . Ž . i1 i ny 1where d i g D and e i s e ??? e , and the sum is taken over a finite1 ny1
Ž . nset of n-tuples of the form i s i , . . . , i g Z .1 n
² :Consider now another complement C of a . It can be generated by
c , . . . , c with c s asi e for some integers s and 1 F i F n y 1. The1 ny1 i i i
expression for a in terms of the c will be of the formi
i yÝ s in k k ka s a c i d9 i , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
i
Ž . Ž . i1 i ny 1 Ž .where d9 i g D and c i s c ??? c . Note that d i s 0 if and only if1 ny1
Ž . ² :d9 i s 0. Further, the set of all complements of a will be parametrised
Ž . Ž . Ž .by the n y 1 -tuples s , . . . , s and therefore forms an n y 1 -1 ny1
dimensional affine space A.
Ž . Ž .If for each distinct i and i9 with d i , d i9 / 0 we have
i y s i / iX y s iX , 4.2Ž .Ý Ýn k k n k k
k k
Ž .then it is clear that the expression in 4.1 will have a unit coefficient
Ž .c i d9 i for each distinct power of a. Thus, if the finitely many inequali-Ž .
Ž . Ž .ties 4.2 are satisfied then each term of 4.1 has a unit coefficient for
each power of a. In this case, it is easily verified that M is finitely
Ž .generated over DC. Each inequality 4.2 defines the complement of an
affine hyperplane in the space A and each point of the intersection of the
finitely many such complements represents a subgroup C with M finitely
generated as a DC-module. Such an intersection is open and dense in A.
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Ž .Hence we have found an open and dense subset of G Q , each point1, n
of which corresponds to a subgroup B such that M is finitely generated as
Ž .a DB-module. Thus the subset of G Q corresponding to all such1, n
subgroups B is also dense. We have already observed that it follows from
Proposition 3.8 that it is open.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module of dimension
m. Suppose that m F t F n. Then the set of isolated subgroups B of A with the
Ž .properties that rk B s t and that M is finitely generated as a DB-module
Ž .corresponds to a dense open subset of G Q with respect to the Euclideanny t, n
topology.
Proof. Observe first that if B F B F A and if B has finite index in B1 1
then M is finitely generated over DB if and only if M is finitely generated
over DB . Thus it will be enough to consider only isolated subgroups B.1
We shall use induction on n y t. If t s n then the result is trivially true.
Suppose that the result is known for all r ) t. Let C be a subgroup of
rank t q 1 such that M is finitely generated as a DC-module. It follows
Ž . Ž .from Lemma 2.7 that dim M s dim M s m. Since m F t - t q 1, weC A
know that M is torsion as a DC-module. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, the subset
Ž .O of G Q , whose elements correspond to those rank t subgroups BC 1, tq1
of C for which M is finitely generated as a DB-module, is open. Here we
Ž .are identifying G Q with the space of subgroups of rank t in C. In1, tq1
Ž .fact, for any subgroup C of rank t q 1 we have a copy of G Q ,1, tq1
Ž .corresponding to the set of rank t subgroups of C, embedded in G Q .ny t, n
Moreover, since any rank t subgroup of A lies in some such C, we know
Ž .that G Q is covered by these subsets. By the inductive hypothesis, theny t, n
Ž .subset O of G Q , corresponding to the set of rank t q 1 sub-ny Ž tq1., n
groups C of A with M finitely generated as a DC-module, is dense and
Ž .open. Moreover the subset of G Q , whose points correspond to thoseny t, n
rank t subgroups B for which M is finitely generated as a DB-module, is
just the union of those O for which C corresponds to a point of O. It isC
open by our previous remark and dense since O and all the O are dense.C
It is now possible to see that dim M is equal to the Gelfand]Kirillov
dimension, GK dim M, for a finitely generated DA-module M. For the
definition and elementary properties of this latter dimension see the book
w x w xby McConnell and Robson 11 . Note that 11 refers to algebras over a
commutative field, whereas the algebras with which we deal are over a
division ring. The modifications required in the proofs are, however,
minor.
We argue by induction on the rank of A. The growth of DA is identical
Ž .to that of a commutative algebra and so GK dim DA s rk A by 8.2.18 ii
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w x w xof 11 . It follows easily from 8.3.2 and 8.1.13 of 11 that if dim M s n s
rk A then GK dim M s n. On the other hand if dim M - n then, by
Lemma 4.1, there is a subgroup B of A with ArB infinite cyclic and M
finitely generated as a DB-module. By Lemma 2.7 we know dim M sA
dim M. However, the inductive hypothesis yields GK dim M s dim MB B B
w xand an easy variation on the proof of 8.3.14 of 11 gives that GK dim MB
s GK dim M. So we deduce that GK dim M s dim M in this case asA A A
well.
We now turn to the main theorem of this section. By a con¤ex poly-
hedron in R n, we mean a finite intersection of closed half-spaces. By a
closed half-space, we mean a closed ¤ector half-space rather than a
general affine half-space. Thus the closed half-space always has the origin
in its boundary. The interior points of a convex polyhedron all have a
neighbourhood homeomorphic to R m for some m. We shall refer to the
maximal such m as the dimension of the polyhedron. A polyhedron is a
finite union of convex polyhedra; it is of dimension m if at least one of the
constituent convex polyhedra has dimension m and if the remainder have
dimension at most m. We shall say that a convex polyhedron is rational if
it can be defined using half-spaces having a rational subspace as boundary.
A polyhedron is rational if it is a finite union of rational convex polyhedra.
If X is a finite set of linear subspaces of R n, the completion of X is the
smallest set of subspaces of R n which contains X and is closed under
forming intersections. A projection p : R n “ R m is said to be regular with
respect to X if, for every X, Y in the completion of X , we have
dim X s dim p X and X : Y if and only if p X : p Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <The union of the subspaces in X is denoted X .
w xThe following is essentially a restatement of Theorem 4.4 of 1 .
THEOREM 4.3. Let S : R n. Assume that the Grassman space
Ž .G R contains a Zariski dense subset D with the property that, forny Žmq1., n
n mq1 Ž .e¤ery p : R “ R in D, the image p S lies in a polyhedron of
dimension m. Then
Ž . n1 there exists a finite set X of subspaces of R , each ha¤ing dimension
< <m so that S : X ;
Ž .2 there exist projections p , p , . . . , p in D, each regular with0 1 n
respect to X ;
Ž . < < y1Ž Ž .. < <  43 for each x g X there is an i such that p p x l X s x ;i i
Ž . n y1Ž Ž ..4 S s F p p S .is0 i i
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 4.4 of
w x1 but the reader will need also to refer to the statement of Lemma 4.3 of
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w x w x1 . Observe that the proof of Theorem 4.4 given in 1 uses only the fact
Ž . Ž .that each p S lies in a polyhedron of dimension m rather than that p S
is equal to a polyhedron of dimension m. Also, the proof proceeds by first
constructing a set X of m-dimensional subspaces and then uses the
previous Lemma 4.3 to produce the projections in D. Although it is not
w xexplicitly stated in the proof of Theorem 4.4 of 1 , it is clear from
w xSupplement 1 of Lemma 4.3 of 1 that the projections can be taken to be
regular with respect to X .
For the remainder of this section, it will be convenient to take a
somewhat restricted definition of the word neighbourhood. For a subset
S : R n and a point x g S, a neighbourhood of x in S is the intersection
with S of a ball in R n centered on x. The intersection of a ball in R n with
an m-dimensional vector space will be called an m-ball. We shall say that
x g S is a regular point of S if some neighbourhood of x in S is an m-ball
and there is no point of S with this property for a larger choice of m. The
essential part S* of a subset S, consisting of the essential points of S, is the
Ž .Euclidean closure of the set of regular points of S. We shall apply this
Ž . Ž . Ž .terminology primarily for S s D M . Since D M is closed, D* M :
Ž .D M .
THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module of dimension m.
Ž .Then D* M is a rational polyhedron of dimension m. The non-essential
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .points D M _ D* M of D M lie in a rational m y 1 -dimensional poly-
hedron.
Ž .Proof. 1 Preliminary reductions: The proof is by induction on m. That
is, we shall assume that if A9 is any free abelian group of finite rank, if
DA9 is a crossed product of D with A9, and if M9 is a finitely generated
DA9-module of dimension strictly less than m then the conclusion of the
theorem holds for M9. If m s 0 then M has finite D-vector space
Ž .  4dimension by Lemma 2.2 and so D M s 0 . Thus the result is true in this
case.
By Proposition 2.5 and the fact that M is Noetherian, M has a finite
series, the factors of which are cyclic and critical. Since M has dimension
m, at least one critical factor in this series also has dimension m. Thus,
using Lemma 2.2, Corollary 3.2, and the inductive hypothesis, it will suffice
to assume that M is cyclic and critical of dimension m.
Ž .2 The case n s m q 1: Consider now the case where n s m q 1
Ž .recall that n is the rank of A . Suppose first that M has a non-zero
induced submodule M of the form N m DA for some B F A with1 D B
ArB infinite cyclic and N a finitely generated critical DB-module. Then
Lemma 2.4 implies that dim N s m y 1 and so the inductive hypothesisB
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Ž . Ž . Ž .implies that D* N is an m y 1 -dimensional polyhedron and that D N
Ž . Ž ._ D* N lies in an m y 2 -dimensional polyhedron. But, from Lemma 3.4,
D M s py1 D N ( D N = ker p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 B B
Ž .It follows easily that the conclusion of the theorem holds for D M . But1
Ž . Ž . Ž .D M s D M j D MrM and, as M is critical, MrM has dimension1 1 1
Ž . Ž .at most m y 1. Thus D MrM lies in a rational m y 1 -dimensional1
polyhedron and so the conclusion of the theorem also holds for M.
We may suppose now that for any subgroup B with ArB infinite cyclic,
M contains no non-zero submodule induced from a DB-submodule. Sup-
pose, if possible, that for some such subgroup B there is a non-trivial
DB-torsion submodule M of M. Let N be a finitely generated DB-criti-2
cal submodule of M . Since N is DB-torsion, dim N is at most m y 1.2 B
Since, by assumption, N.DA is not an induced module, it follows from
Lemma 2.4 that N.DA also has dimension m y 1, which is clearly impossi-
ble since M is critical of dimension m and so every non-zero submodule
has dimension m. Thus M is DB-torsion-free. Any proper quotient of M
has dimension at most m y 1 and so must be DB-torsion. We thus have
w xthe hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 of 5 and can therefore deduce the
Ž w xtheorem in this case also. Observe that, although 5 does not explicitly
Ž .mention the fact that D M is rational, it follows very easily from the
Ž . Ž . Ž .proof. Also the statements about D* M and D M _ D* M follow easily
w x .from the description given in 5 . To summarize, the theorem has been
shown to be true in the case n s m q 1.
Ž .3 Application of pre¤ious results: We now consider the general case.
By Proposition 4.2, there is a Euclidean, and hence Zariski, dense subset
Ž .D of G Q which corresponds to the space of projections of theny Žmq1., n
form p where B is a subgroup of A having rank m q 1 and such that MB
is finitely generated as a DB-module. This subset D is therefore Zariski
Ž .dense in G R . Further it follows from Proposition 3.7 that, forny Žmq1., n
Ž Ž .. Ž .any such projection p , we have p D M s D M . But, as we haveB B A B
Ž .just observed, the conclusion of the theorem will be true for D M and soB
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..for p D M . In particular, p D M will lie in an m-dimensionalB A B A
Ž .polyhedron. We can now apply Theorem 4.3 with S s D M to deduce the
existence of a finite set X of m-dimensional subspaces of R n, with
Ž . < <  4D M : X , and of a set p , . . . , p of projections regular with respectB B0 n
to X such that each B is a subgroup of rank m q 1, and so thati
n
y1D M s p p D MŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .F B Bi i
is0
< < y1Ž Ž .. < <  4and for each x g X there is an i with p p x l X s x .B Bi i
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Ž .4 The essential points: Suppose that B s B for some i. We shalli
show that
p D* M s D* M . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .B B
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .We already know that p D M s D M and that D* M is an m-B B B
dimensional polyhedron.
Ž . Ž .Take y g D* M . It is the limit of elements y of D* M , each havingB j B
a neighbourhood equal to a ball in R mq 1 intersected with the same
m-dimensional subspace. The regularity of p with respect to X ensuresB
Ž .that this subspace is p V for precisely one V g X ; indeed the intersec-B
Ž . Ž .tion of p V with p V for any other V g X has dimension at mostB B 1 1
m y 1 and so we may assume that the y all have neighbourhoods N inj j
Ž .D* M with the property that each point of N has exactly one preimageB j
< < Ž . Ž Ž ..in X , namely, the one in V. But, since N : D* M : p D M andj B B
Ž . < < Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .D M : X , we know that D M l p N s V l p N . However,B j B j
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .since D M : X , no point of D M has a neighbourhood in D M equal
to the intersection of a ball in R n with a subspace of dimension greater
y1Ž .  4than m. Thus, setting V l p y s x , we know that x is a regularB j j j
Ž . y1Ž .  4point of D M . But V l p y s x , where x is the limit of the x andB j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..thus lies in D* M . We have therefore proved that D* M : p D* M .B B
Ž .Conversely, if x is now a regular point of D M then it has a neighbour-
Ž . nhood N in D M equal to the intersection of some ball in R with some
Ž Ž ..V g X . But p is injective on V and we know p D M is equal toB B
Ž . Ž .D M , thus being the union of the m-dimensional polyhedron D* MB B
Ž .with a subset lying in a smaller dimensional polyhedron. So p N :B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D* M . In particular p x g D* M for the regular point x of D M .B B B
Ž .If, instead, x were a limit of regular points of D M then, since p isB
Ž . Ž .continuous, p x would be a limit point of the closed set D* M andB B
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .itself lie in D* M . Thus p D* M : D* M . This completes the proofB B B
Ž .of Eq. 4.3 .
Ž .To show that D* M is polyhedral observe that
n
y1D* M : p p D* M : D MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .F B Bi i
is0
Ž . n y1Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .because D M s F p p D M . Furthermore, if x g D M thereis0 B Bi i
Ž . y1Ž Ž ..  4is some i such that D M l p p x s x . So if, in addition, x fB Bi i
Ž . y1Ž Ž Ž ...D* M then x f p p D* M . ThusB Bi i
n n
y1 y1D* M s p p D* M s p D* M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .F FB B B Bi i i
is0 is0
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Ž .the latter equality following from 4.3 . We can now immediately deduce
Ž . Ž . Ž .that D* M inherits polyhedrality from D* M . Furthermore, D* M isBi
Ž .m-dimensional since we have already observed, while proving 4.3 , that
Ž . Ž .each regular point of D M has an m-ball as a neighbourhood in D M .
Ž .5 The non-essential points: We now turn to the question of investi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .gating D M _ D* M . Recall from 2 that, in the case where the dimen-
sion of M is one less than the rank of A, we know that this is contained in
Ž .a m y 1 -dimensional polyhedron. Such a polyhedron can be included in
Ž .a finite union of m y 1 -dimensional subspaces. We suppose that this has
Ž . Ž .been done for each of the sets D M _ D* M .B Bi i
Ž . nWe form a collection Y of m y 1 -dimensional subspaces of R as
Ž .follows. Observe that if V g X then, as p is regular for X , p V hasB Bi i
Ž .dimension m. Thus it does not lie in any of the m y 1 -dimensional
Ž . Ž .subspaces covering D M _ D* M . If U is such a subspace, it followsB Bi iy1Ž .that p U l V has dimension at most m y 1. Then Y is to be theBi y1Ž .finite set of all such intersections p U l V.Bi
Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž .We claim that D M _ D* M : Y . Suppose that x g D M _ D* M .
We have already seen that for some p s p we have x fBiy1Ž Ž Ž ... Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..p p D* M , and so p x g p D M _ p D* M . But p D M _B Bi i
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .p D* M s D M _ D* M by Proposition 3.7 and Eq. 4.3 . ThusB Bi i
Ž . Ž .p x will lie in one of the chosen m y 1 -dimensional subspaces covering
Ž . Ž .D M _ D* M and x will lie in one of the subspaces in Y . ThisB Bi i
Ž . Ž . < <completes the proof that D M _ D* M : Y and with it the proof of the
theorem.
Ž . Ž .Because the structure of D* M is more tangible than that of D M , it is
often more convenient to deal with the former. We leave it to the reader
to verify that Lemma 3.4 holds with D replaced by D*. The following will
be very useful in later applications.
COROLLARY 4.5. Let M be a finitely generated critical DA-module and let
M be a non-zero submodule of M. Then1
D* M s D* M .Ž . Ž .1
Proof. Let dim M s m. Since M is critical, MrM has dimension less1
Ž . Ž . Ž .than m. But D M s D M j D MrM by Corollary 3.2, and, by Theo-1 1
Ž . Ž .rem 4.4, both D* M and D* M are m-dimensional polyhedra with1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D MrM , D M _ D* M , and D M _ D* M all lying in m y 1 -1 1 1
Ž . Ž .dimensional polyhedra. It follows that D* M s D* M as required.1
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5. SURJECTIVITY OF PROJECTIONS
We return to the question of whether, if B is a subgroup of A, the
projection p is surjective on ‘‘suitable’’ D-sets. More precisely, if M is aB
finitely generated DA-module and if N is a finitely generated DB-module
Ž Ž .. Ž .with M s N.DA, is it true that p D M s D N ? We are unable toB
answer the question in this generality but can answer it if we consider D*
rather than D and restrict ourselves to critical M.
We begin with a construction. Suppose that x is a discrete character of
A. Set
A 0 s a g A : x a G 0 and A q s a g A : x a ) 0 . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then A 0 and A q are sub-semigroups of A, DA 0 is a subring of DA,
Ž . Ž . Ž .and DA q is an ideal of DA 0 . Set K s ker x . Because x is discrete,
Ž . w x Ž .ArK is cyclic and so DA 0 s DK a for some a g A. That is, DA 0 is a
Ž .skew polynomial ring over DK. It follows, for example, from 10.2.6 ii of
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .12 , that DA 0 is right Noetherian. Note also that DA q s DA 0 a; set
Ž . Ž .R s DA 0 and I s DA q .
w x w xAs in the discussion preceding 11.2.1 of 12 , let R z be the polynomial
w xring over z with coefficients in R; thus z is central in R z . Set
2 2 w xR I s R q Iz q I z q ??? : R z .Ž .
w xAs z is central in R z and Ra s aR s I, it is clear that
2R I s R q az R q az R q ??? .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Thus R I is generated by R and az and so, by 10.2.6 i of 12 , R I is
Ž . w xNoetherian. It now follows from 11.2.1 ii of 12 that I has the strong
Ž .Artin]Rees property and so also the weak Artin]Rees property . Set
w x Ž .S s 1 q I. By 11.2.10 of 12 , S is a right divisor set of DA 0 . It is easy to
verify, using the fact that S is invariant under conjugation by elements of
A, that S is also a right divisor set in DA.
Ž . y1 y1We can therefore form the rings of fractions DA 0 S and DAS as
y1 Ž .well as modules of fractions MS where M is a DA or DA 0 -module.
w xWe refer to Chapter 9 of 9 for full details on such rings and modules of
fractions. We note, in particular, that the process of forming a module of
fractions is an exact functor and that, being localisations of Noetherian
y1 Ž . y1rings, DAS and DA 0 S are themselves Noetherian.
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LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that M is a finitely generated DA-module. Then the
following are equi¤alent for discrete x .
Ž . Ž .1 x f D M ;
Ž . y1  42 MS s 0 ;
Ž . y1 Ž . y13 MS is finitely generated as a DA 0 S -module.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 implies 2 . If x f D M then, by 5 of Proposition 3.1, for
each element x of a finite DA-generating set X of M, there exists
a g DA with a s 1 and x.a s 0. But a s 1 if and only if a g S. Thusx x
y1  4MS s 0 .
Ž . Ž .2 implies 3 is clear.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  43 implies 1 . Suppose that 3 holds and let M be the naturalm
x-filtration of M with respect to some generating set. Observe that, since
x is discrete, each M is equal to M for some i g Z and so we need onlym i
 4consider the integral terms of the filtration. Thus M s D M and M is ai i i
Ž .filtration by finitely generated DA 0 -modules. Moreover
MSy1 s M Sy1 .Ž .D i
i
y1 Ž . y1By assumption MS is finitely generated as a DA 0 S -module. It is
y1 Ž . y1therefore Noetherian and, as the M S are DA 0 S -modules, we havei
MSy1 s M Sy1 for some j. Thus if m g M there exists s g S such thatj jy1
Ž . Ž .m.s g M . But S s 1 q DA q and M DA q s M . Thus M s M .j jy1 j j jy1
Replacing j by j y 1 gives M s M . Repeating gives M s D M sjy1 jy2 i i
 4 Ž .M and so M is a trivial x-filtration. Thus x f D M .j m
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that B is a subgroup of A with ArB infinite
cyclic. Let M be a finitely generated DA-module. Let N be a finitely generated
critical DB-submodule of M so that M s N.DA. Suppose that dim M sA
Ž .dim N s m. Then there exists a subset D of D N , contained in a poly-B 1
hedron of dimension at most m y 1, such that MSy1 is finitely generated as a1
y1 Ž .DBS -module for any S s 1 q DB q with respect to a discrete x f D .1 1 1 1
Proof. A DB-module of the form U.a, where U is a DB-module and
a g A, is called a conjugate of U. Observe that M can contain no infinite
direct sum of conjugates of N. Let C be an isolated subgroup of B with
rk C s dim N and so that N contains a copy of DC. If M were toB
contain an infinite direct sum of conjugates of N, then it would also have
to contain an infinite direct sum of copies of DC, that is, a free DC-mod-
ule of infinite rank. But this is impossible by Lemma 2.3. This is how the
assumption on the dimensions of M and N is used in the proof.
We follow the techniques of Roseblade in the proof of Theorem C* of
w x ² :14 . Let A s a, B and define DB-submodules of M as
q y  4N s N s 00 0
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and, for r ) 0,
q 2 rN s N a q N a q ??? qN ar
y y1 y2 yrN s N a q N a q ??? qN a .r
y rSet L s D N ; thus D La s M.r G 0 r r ) 0
Because M can contain no infinite direct sum of conjugates of N, we
 4 qmust have that N l L ) 0 and that N l N ) 0 for all sufficientlyr
large r. Choose t ) 0 least so that N l Nq ) 0; then N l Nq ) 0 for allt r
r G t.
rq1 r rNow, La rLa is conjugate, via a , to LarL and, because La s L q
Ž . Ž .N, LarL s L q N rL is isomorphic to Nr N l L . Thus each
rq1 r Ž .La rLa with r G 0 is conjugate to Nr N l L which is a proper
quotient of N.
Now we consider L itself. We have that L s D Ny and Ny rNy isr G 0 r rq1 r
conjugate to
y rq1 qN a N q N Nrq1 rs ( .q qy rq1 N N l NN a r rr
y y Ž q.Thus, for r G t, N rN is conjugate to a quotient of Nr N l Nrq1 r t
which is itself a proper quotient of N. For r - t, Ny rNy is isomorphicrq1 r
to a conjugate of N.
Thus we have a transfinite series of DB-submodules of M of the form
 4 y0 - N s P F P F ??? F P s L F P F ??? F P s M ,t 0 1 v vq1 2 v
where P is a finitely generated DB-module and each P rP is conju-0 sq1 s
Ž . Ž q.gate to a quotient either of Nr N l L or of Nr N l N . The lattert
two quotients of N are proper quotients and so, as N is critical, are of
smaller dimension than N.
Ž .Recall that the dimension of N is m. Then the dimension of Nr N l L
Ž q. Ž Ž .. Ž Žand of Nr N l N is at most m y 1. Thus D Nr N l L and D Nr Nt
q.l N lie in polyhedra of dimension at most m y 1. Sett
D s D Nr N l L j D Nr N l Nq .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 t
Ž .Then D is a subset of D N contained in a polyhedron of dimension at1
most m y 1. Further, if x is a discrete character of B but x f D , then1 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. y1 Ž Ž q.. y1  4by 2 of Lemma 5.1, Nr N l L S s Nr N l N S s 0 and so1 t 1
Ž . y1  4 y1P rP S s 0 . By the exactness of localisation, it follows that MSsq1 s 1 1
s NySy1 . Because Ny is a finitely generated DB-module, it follows that1 1 t
MSy1 is a finitely generated DBSy1-module, which completes the proof of1 1
the proposition.
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that B is a subgroup of A with ArB infinite cyclic.
Let M be a cyclic DA-module. Suppose that MSy1 is finitely generated as a1
y1 Ž .DBS -module for some S s 1 q DB q with respect to a discrete x g B*.1 1 1
Ž Ž .. y1 Ž . y1If x f p D M then MS is finitely generated as a DB 0 S -module.1 B 1 1
Proof. The proof of this is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.6 and
we shall simply indicate the changes needed in the proof given below. To
begin with we need to look at the effect of the supposition that MSy1 is1
finitely generated as a DBSy1-module. Let m be a generator of M and1
² : y1 y1suppose that A s a, B . Then the DBS -submodule of MS gener-1 1
i 4ated by m.a : i G 0 must be finitely generated and so there is some
relation
k ky1 y1m. a q a b q ??? qab q b s 0 with k G 0, b g DBS .Ž .ky1 1 0 i 1
ykMultiplying this by a and ‘‘clearing fractions,’’ there is a relation of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .form m. g q b s 0 where g g 1 q DB q and b g DA q with respect
Ž . Ž .to x g A* defined by x a s y1 and x b s 0 for all b g B. Repeat-y y y
y1 y1 i 4ing this with the DBS -submodule of MS generated by m.a : i F 01 1
gives a similar result with the character x replaced by the character xy q
Ž . Ž .defined by x a s q1 and x b s 0 for all b g B.q q
We can now repeat the argument of the proof of Lemma 3.6 but
replacing elements a s 1 q b by ones of the form a s g q b , with
Ž . y1 y1g g 1 q DB q . We deduce that MS s m.DX S for some R and1 R 1
Ž . y1our final conclusion is that M is finitely generated as a DB 0 S -module.1
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that B is a subgroup of A such that ArB is infinite
cyclic. Let M be a finitely generated critical DA-module. Then, for any cyclic
critical DB-submodule N of M, we ha¤e
p D* M * s D* N .Ž . Ž .Ž .B
Proof. Let N be a cyclic critical DB-submodule of M. Since, by
Ž . Ž .Corollary 4.5, D* M s D* N.DA it will suffice to assume that M s N.DA.
Thus M is also cyclic.
If dim N - dim M then, by Lemma 2.4, N.DA ( N m DA and so,B A D B
Ž . y1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .by Lemma 3.4, D* N.DA s p D* N . So p D* N.DA s D* N andB B
we have the required result in this case.
If dim N s dim M s m then Proposition 5.2 ensures the existence ofB A
Ž . y1D : D N , contained in a polyhedron of dimension m y 1, so that MS1 1
is a finitely generated DBSy1-module for each discrete x f D . We can1 1 1
Ž Ž Ž ...then apply Lemma 5.3 to show that, if discrete x f D j p D M1 1 B
y1 y1 Ž . y1then MS , and hence NS , is finitely generated as a DB 0 S -module,1 1 1
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Ž .and it follows from Lemma 5.1 that x f D N . Thus the discrete points1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .of D N lie in D j p D M . From Theorem 4.4, D* N is a rational1 B
polyhedron and is the closure of the set of its discrete regular points. Since
Ž Ž . Ž ..both D and p D M _ D* M lie in polyhedra of dimension at most1 B
Ž . Ž Ž ..m y 1, each discrete regular point of D N lies in p D* M . ThusB
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..D* N : p D* M and the closed polyhedron p D* M is m-dimen-B B
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .sional with D* N : p D* M *. Conversely p D M : D N fromB B
Ž Ž .. Ž .Lemma 3.3, and so p D* M * : D* N .B
THEOREM 5.5. Let M be a finitely generated critical DA-module and let B
be a subgroup of A. Then for any cyclic critical DB-submodule N of minimal
dimension in M we ha¤e
p D* M * s D* N .Ž . Ž .Ž .B
Proof. We shall prove the result by induction on the rank of ArB. If
this rank is zero then B is of finite index in A and M is Noetherian as a
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..DB-module. By Corollary 4.5 D* M s D* N.DA and so p D* M sB
Ž Ž ..p D* N.DA . But p is an isomorphism since ArB is finite, and fromB B
Ž Ž .. ŽŽ . . Ž Ž ..Proposition 3.8, p D N.DA s D N.DA . So p D* N.DA sB B B
ŽŽ . .D* N.DA . However, N.DA s Ý N a, where T is a transversal to theB ag T
cosets of B in A and is filtered by a finite series of DB-submodules, each
factor being isomorphic to a quotient of some N a. It follows easily from
ŽŽ . . Ž .Corollary 3.2 that D N. DA s D N . Taking essential parts,B
ŽŽ . . Ž .D* N.DA s D* N and this case of the theorem is proved.B
Suppose that the rank of ArB is positive and choose a subgroup C with
B F C - A and ArC infinite cyclic. Let L be a cyclic critical DC-sub-
module of N.DC and choose a subset a , . . . , a of a transversal to the1 r
rŽ .  4cosets of B in C minimal with respect to the property Ý N a l L / 0 .is1 i
rŽ .Set N s Ý N a l L; it is isomorphic to a non-zero submodule of1 is1 i
some quotient of N a . If this quotient of N a were proper it would have ar r
smaller dimension than that of the critical module N a and using Proposi-r
tion 2.5 we would be able to find a DB-submodule of N of smaller1
dimension than dim N. Thus N is isomorphic to a submodule of N a and1 r
Ž . Ž .is itself critical of minimal dimension. Moreover D* N s D* N a s1 r
Ž .D* N , the first equality following from Corollary 4.5. The inductive
Ž . Ž Ž ..hypothesis implies that D* N : p D* L and Lemma 5.4 implies1 B, C
Ž . Ž Ž ..D* L : p D* M . SoC
D* N : p p D* M s p D* M .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .B , C C B
But, from Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 3.3,
p D* M s p D* N.DA : D N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .B B
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..So D* N : p D* M : D N and the essential part of p D* M isB B
Ž .D* N .
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